# ISSBD Developing Country Fellowships

**APPLICATION FORM 2019**

## YOUR DETAILS

**YOUR FULL NAME**

**YOUR INSTITUTION INCLUDING COUNTRY**

**YOUR FULL POSTAL ADDRESS**

**YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS**

**OTHER CONTACT DETAILS (telephone, fax):**

## ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

Are you a member of ISSBD?
(If NO, are you prepared to join, if selected as a DCF?)

Please give dates of award of your first degree and of any higher degree

Is your host country defined as a developing country as by ISSBD membership criteria?

Are you a citizen of this host country? (This is a normal requirement, please carefully explain your situation if you are not).
YOUR PROJECT PROPOSAL

TITLE OF YOUR PROPOSED PROJECT:

(this would also be the likely title of the presentation you would make at the 26th ISSBD conference in Rhodes, Greece, June 2020)

ACADEMIC SCOPE OF YOUR PROJECT

Please state what you hope to do in your project. What aims do you have, and how will you achieve them, over 2 years? Focus here on the academic scope, that is, how your project will contribute to knowledge about behavioural development, nationally, and possibly internationally (about 600 words).

PRACTICAL OUTCOMES OF YOUR PROJECT

Please state what you hope your project will achieve, in terms of benefits for you as holder, for your institution, and for sections of your country’s population, in line with the general aims of ISSBD (about 600 words).
USE OF FUNDS
A DCF brings a Support Grant of $1,500 per annum for the duration of the Fellowship. Please explain how you would use these funds directly, to support your project (about 300 words). (The support grant should be used for research related purposes, such as buying equipment, test materials, books, or computing facilities, or for essential travel within the country).

CHALLENGES TO SUCCESS
What challenges or difficulties do you see in carrying out the project, and how would you attempt to deal with them? Please enumerate up to 3 such challenges (about 300 words).

SUSTAINABILITY
ISSBD hopes that DCFs will have a sustainable effect, lasting beyond just the Fellowship period. How could your Project be sustained after the 2 years is finished? What lasting effects might the Fellowship have? (about 300 words).

Please send the completed Application Form to the Chair of the Selection Panel, preferably by email, or by post (Peter K Smith, Dept. of Psychology, Goldsmiths College, New Cross, London, SE14 6NW, U.K.).
Applications must be received by Monday December 16th 2019.